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This research project will proceed from a brief general examination of the use of economic
sanctions as an instrument of policy to an examination of the specific case of economic
sanctions currently used against Iraq and the smart sanctions regime suggested recently by
Secretary of State Colin Powell. My analysis will lay out basic areas of criticism and briefly look
at how well current U.S. and UN sanctions policy toward Iraq fares in the face of these
objections. This will set the stage for an examination of the notion of a smart sanctions regime
as a potential solution to reconcile some if not all of the problems extant in the consideration of
sanctions regimes as a viable and acceptable instrument of policy in use toward the attainment
of U.S. political objectives in Iraq.
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MAKING IT WORK: U.S. ECONOMIC SANCTIONS IN IRAQ
1

Economic sanctions are currently a prominent feature of the political landscape and likely
to remain so. An instrumental use of the economic element of power to achieve policy
objectives, economic sanctions imposed by one nation on another have a set of intended
effects. However, often the effects fall short of the mark or result in unintended consequences
of varying degree and kind. When a sanctions regime fails to contribute to the attainment of a
policy objective or contributes in ways deemed to be unacceptable, there seems to be no viable
option short of changing the character of the sanctions regime to render it more efficacious and
less damaging. This appears to be the case with the comprehensive sanctions regime that
2

comprises a good portion of the current U.S. policy toward Iraq. Unintended humanitarian
consequences, stagnation, sanctions fatigue, and difficulty of enforcement are among the
problems that have plagued the U.S. in its attempts to meet its policy aims for Iraq. With the
advent of the George W. Bush administration, the policymakers are gesturing toward a change
from the current comprehensive sanctions regime to one more focused and forceful, a regime of
smart sanctions. This paper examines the potential efficacy of adopting a smart sanctions
regime toward Iraq. Beginning with a cursory examination of sanctions as they have evolved in
3

recent years as the “peaceful, silent, and deadly remedy” of choice, moving through a
discussion of the major avenues of criticism toward sanctions in general, and finishing with an
analysis of a smart sanctions regime in the context of Iraq, this paper will show that there is no
choice but to focus and refine the U.S. policy of economic sanctions toward Iraq if the U.S.
expects to move toward attainment of its policy aims.
SANCTIONS: AN EXERCISE OF ECONOMIC POWER
In an anarchic world of nation states unbridled by any kind of effective world governmental
organization, nation states must band together to exert coercive force on other nation states that
violate the norms reasonably accepted by the international community. The ultimate coercive
force is, of course, waging war. However, short of the violent force that is war, the international
community has an arsenal of flexible options available. These options provide the potential to
fulfill both the moral and practical obligations the international community has toward an
offending nation having so violated international norms as to make response, whether retributive
or otherwise, imperative. Among those options, a regime of economic sanctions is but one tool,
an exercise of the economic instrument of power to achieve policy objectives. In concert with
other options found within the political, military, informational, and economic instruments of

power, economic sanctions are often an important facet of a complex policy approach taken by
the international community to respond to another state’s objectionable behavior.
In very general terms, economic sanctions are “restriction[s] on normal commercial
4

relations with the targeted country” and are “best considered as instruments of coercive
diplomacy to persuade decision makers in the targeted state to reassess the costs and benefits
5

associated with policies that have attracted the ire of the international community.” For the
purposes of this paper and most of the scholarly debate on this topic, the definition of economic
sanctions for reasons of foreign policy excludes trade policy issues related to market access.

6

For example, tariffs and import quotas are not considered economic sanctions. Specifically in
7

the context of U.S. policymaking, sanctions constitute a facet of “preventive diplomacy” in the
form of a “collection of actions that the government takes to directly restrict the flow of goods,
services, or capital between the United States and another country.”

8

A comprehensive sanctions regime is one that restricts trade and finance in all categories
unless specific exemptions are processed. In the case of Iraq after its 1990 invasion of Kuwait,
United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 661 established a multilateral embargo on
trade and finance followed almost immediately by UNSCR 665, a resolution authorizing all
9

appropriate measures to enforce these embargos. The comprehensive nature of this set of
sanctions was designed to send a clear signal to Iraq, and, more importantly, it was designed to
prevent the plunder of Kuwait by locking up Kuwaiti financial accounts and trade activity as well
under the same UNSCRs.

10

During Iraq’s occupation of Kuwait, this set of sanctions remained

in effect for all trade and finance dealings emanating from either state. Comprehensive
sanctions regimes of this sort are the limiting case at one end of a spectrum with completely
unimpeded trade and finance at the other end. A regime of smart sanctions, an example of
which develops in the following pages, falls somewhere between these two extremes.
Sending nations impose economic sanctions on the target nation to achieve foreign policy
objectives that fit into five basic categories:
•

To change target nation policies in a modest way (terrorism, human rights)

•

To destabilize the target nation’s government (Castro, Noriega, Tito)

•

To disrupt a minor military adventure (Falklands)

•

To impair the military potential of the target nation (Treaty of Versailles)

•

To change the target nation’s policies in a major way (apartheid).

2

11

Sending nations impose economic sanctions on a target nation using three distinct means: “by
12

limiting exports, by restricting imports, and by impeding finance, including the reduction of aid.”
Sending nations have motives that undergird their use of sanctions as a means to meet
objectives. They seek to demonstrate resolve and express moral outrage, to deter future
aberrant behavior, and to employ means stronger than mere diplomacy but short of military
13

action.

Sending nations also seek the strength of collective power by forming a coalition of
nations committed to support the tenets of the sanctions regime, to enforce the sanctions
regimes within their own business communities, and to encourage other nations to join the
sanctions effort. The ultimate achievement of collective effort comes in the form of a United
Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) that establishes a sanctions regime. This
amounts to a public and formal policy declaration that can have the force of law. Economic
sanctions cannot succeed without a collective effort, and this effort must be almost seamless in
order to preclude the leakage that undermines the trade restrictions designed to compel the
target nation to change its behavior.

14

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF SANCTIONS REGIMES
This discussion of terms of definition and attributes operates only from the perspective of
the sending nation. It is essential to this discussion that one consider the effects of the
sanctions on all concerned: sender, target, and third parties. The intended effects of the
sanctions are tied directly to the scope of the sender’s motives and policy objectives. For
example, motives that focus on the unacceptable behavior of a state’s majority population are
15

apt to lead to more damage to the population than motives focused on political leadership.

That is, a set of sanctions purposefully directed at the majority population of a nation whose
offenses are meted out on a minority segment of the population is apt to cause more
humanitarian damage, as the target of coercion is the people. Conversely, if the political
objectives and motives of the sending nation focus on a group of tyrannical elites, the sanctions
regime is apt to cause less damage to the hapless population than one specifically directed at
the population. Thus, for example, if motives and objectives affect episode design and
implementation, this can, in turn, affect the balance between the intended and unintended
humanitarian consequences of the sanctions.
Although many of the objectionable consequences resulting from the imposition of a
sanctions regime are in fact unintended, they may be foreseen. The unintended deleterious
effects of the sanctions seem to rest on a very complex foundation comprised of the target

3

state’s characteristics, third party costs, and sender nation costs. These warrant strong
consideration in their combinations and permutations at the outset of policy formulation. The
impact of sanctions can be exacerbated by the chaotic conditions long extant within the target
nation when the sanctions regime is imposed.

16

Sanctions can accidentally set conditions that

serve to bolster the strength of the regime within a target nation ruled firmly by a brutal dictator,
17

often the opposite effect intended.

The damaging reaction of the offending leadership should

be expected. They have already shown behavior sufficiently bad to bring on an imposition of
sanctions, and the impetus for the sanctions is often forgotten by the target nation’s leadership
as they rage against the perceived injustice of being forced to live under a sanctions regime.
Third party costs can range among lost trade revenues, lost worker compensation in
border states, and failed extant debt repayment.

18

If not managed adequately by provisions in

the sanctions regime, mounting costs to third parties render violations of the sanctions an
irresistible temptation or even a necessity for a third party nation struggling under the burden of
the sanctions regime. Sender nation costs are typically the least devastating because sanctions
are most often an asymmetric activity, wherein an economically strong nation imposes gross
restrictions on a far weaker or more fragile target.

19

There is little effect on the GDP of a strong

sender nation, although individual businessmen may feel the effects much more strongly.

20

While the host of ill effects attributable to a sanctions regime seems to vary in degree but
not in kind from one episode to the next, there is enough political literature in place to inform
policymakers of the potential trappings associated with sanctions. Given the body of historical
knowledge and the fair amount of consistency in the literature as to the sorts of unintended
effects resulting from sanctions regimes, it should be part of the sending nation’s policy decision
as to how much and what kind of damage it deems to be acceptable morally or legally in order
to accomplish policy objectives. Thus, if the sender nation’s political objectives are extreme and
motivation is very firm, it is plausible that the hesitation to incur serious consequences from a
comprehensive sanctions regime might be overridden by this intensity of purpose. In the case
of Iraq, for example, this phenomenon appears in the U.S. policy devotion to the removal of
Saddam and the refusal to lift sanctions unless that occurs.

21

Sometimes used as an alternative to war and sometimes as a prelude to war,

22

economic sanctions as an instrument of policy are far from perfect in their ability to accomplish
policy objectives. There are three basic categories of criticism of the use of economic
sanctions, but they are not equally compelling. Sanctions have consistently had the largely
unavoidable flaw of being a blunt policy instrument;

4
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even in concert with other instruments

24

they do not achieve their objectives well or quickly;
sovereignty.

25

and they impinge on free trade and political

A government opting to impose economic sanctions among the means employed

to accomplish its political objectives must reply to these objections in the policymaking process.
Answering these criticisms through policy formulation is not merely an academic exercise.
Rather, it is essential to increase a sanctions regime’s effectiveness, to secure the cooperative
effort of the international community, and to reconcile the seemingly aggressive nature of
sanctions with the international community’s need to act in response to the target nation’s
egregious behavior. Discussion of these three areas of criticism illuminates the way toward
changes to sanctions policies in general and in the case of Iraq in particular.
Economic sanctions are a blunt instrument. The strongest criticism of economic
sanctions is that they tend to punish the citizenry of the target nation more severely than they
punish the leaders of the target state. In effect, they miss the mark because the leaders whose
objectionable policies are the subject of the sanctions are often in control of enough of the
systems in the country to mitigate the effects of sanctions for themselves and their inner circle.
The reply to this objection takes the approach that the citizens of a targeted nation “will exert
political pressure on their government to force either a change in policy or a removal of
26

wrongdoers from office.”

However, this is a naive

27

and illogical assertion that a relationship of

implication exists between economic damage and political change. “There is no assurance that
a sanctioned population will redirect the pain of external coercion onto political leaders and force
a change in policy, especially with the authoritarian or dictatorial regimes that are the usual
28

targets of sanctions.”

Further, the abhorrent conditions that can evolve through a lengthy

sanctions regime can actually serve to “undermine the economic position of middle-class
professionals who often support democracy and political reform.”

29

So, while making the

citizens of a targeted state extremely miserable, the sanctions also serve to render them less
capable of bringing about the sorts of changes sought by the sending nations. The
humanitarian impacts of the sanctions policy toward Iraq are a case in point. The force of this
criticism is most persuasive in the rubric of humanitarian effects, if for no other reason than the
emotional, publishable nature of these effects. Harking back to the other two areas of criticism,
the impatience of policymakers and the musings of international law specialists pale in
comparison with the horrifying scenes of starving children, homeless elderly, and heartrending
widows.
Economic sanctions, even when used in concert with other means, are largely
ineffective. Although there is much debate as to the definition of success, a practical view is
that to declare success, the policy objectives must have been met and the economic sanctions
5

imposed must have contributed significantly to that end.

30

Setting aside the omnipresent

symbolic objective of expressing outrage, one is concerned here with substantive objectives
such as those the U.S. has for Iraq. Clearly, if the objectives have not been met, there is no
success. Similarly, if the sanctions did not contribute in some observable and meaningful way,
they were a redundant effort at best and completely superfluous at worst. While there is an
extensive and interesting litany of economic sanctions and their policy objectives, the success
rate is unimpressive as “they are of limited utility in achieving foreign policy goals that depend
31

on compelling the target country to take actions it stoutly resists.”

Three of the most prominent

scholars in sanctions literature have compiled exhaustive case studies and surveys of the
sanctions regimes in effect since the conclusion of World War I, regimes involving any individual
sender nation, and regimes involving the United Nations (UN). Hufbauer’s survey lists its
32

aggregate success rates at 34% overall.

Cortright and Lopez survey the sanctions imposed

by the UN Security Council in the 1990s and find that of the eleven regimes they examine, none
achieved full and rapid compliance and only three cases (Libya, Iraq, and Yugoslavia) were
33

partially successful.

Thus, at this point, sanctions regimes appear to cause numerous

unintended deleterious effects, and for all that trouble, they do not seem to succeed.
Economic sanctions can be interpreted as acts of aggression. The options available to
exercise economic, military, diplomatic, or informational instruments of power fall along a
spectrum that has an ineffectual diplomatic hand waiving at one end and total war at the other.
Somewhere along this spectrum lies the point at which occur violations of a state’s sovereignty
over its own activity and transgressions of the integrity of its territory. For example, in the rubric
of informational instruments, short of that point on the spectrum, a state is harassed through
propaganda rather than attacked though computer viruses designed to shut down an urban
power grid, which is arguably beyond that violative point. While even military force as an option
of the military instrument of power can be arrayed along the entire spectrum with sword
brandishing at one end and nuclear annihilation at the other, economic sanctions do not fit that
pattern.
As a specific option of the economic instrument of power, economic sanctions will
always, by definition, fall on the violative end of that spectrum. By definition, sanctions regimes
impinge on the sovereignty of the target by limiting trade, finance, and the movement of
persons. They certainly affect third parties who find themselves voluntarily or by coercion
limiting trade and financial dealings with the target at the behest of the sender. Given that the
territorial integrity and political sovereignty of a nation are matters of vital national interest,
sanctions are surely seen by the target as an act of aggression confronting the state’s

6

sovereignty in its chosen trade and finance dealings with other nations. A sender nation’s
decision to employ economic sanctions “presupposes the sender country’s willingness to
34

interfere in the decision-making process of another sovereign nation.”

Although far less

inflammatory than the spectacle of humanitarian disasters attributed to sanctions, the notion of
the legality of sanctions and the measures taken to enforce them strikes a very deep cord when
the effects are meted out in the form of embargos, restrictions of oil transit agreements,
restrictions on the purchase of dual-use technology, and import restrictions that affect third
parties. So, sanctions regimes fall prey to the general criticism that they are of questionable
legal status, they cause undue suffering in the target state, and they are largely inefficacious.
Given this seemingly abysmal recommendation for sanctions as an instrument of policy,
why are they so prevalent?

35

Although the international community cannot live with them, they

cannot live without them either. Sanctions are paradoxical. They fit into a realm of marginally
effective policy means while occupying a niche of moral necessity emergent from just war
theory traditions. The just war tradition, which informs the customs and laws that limit acts of
aggression and conduct in war, has two main facets, jus ad bellum and jus in bello. It is the
former that illuminates the sanctions paradox. Jus ad bellum refers to the justice of entering into
war. The theory lays out the severally necessary and jointly sufficient conditions that must be
met for a nation to declare that it has justly entered into war. Among these necessary
36

conditions is the requirement that a nation enter into war only as a last resort.

Presumably a

target nation has violated international law, custom, or norms to a sufficient degree as to incur
the condemnation of other nations.

37

There is a variety of diplomatic means available to

express outrage at a nation’s acts of aggression. However, when tepid diplomacy is too mild
and military means are too harsh or unwarranted, nations seek a middle ground between them.
For this, sanctions are most often trundled out as the “junior weapon in a battery of diplomatic
38

artillery aimed at the antagonistic state.”

Diplomatic weaponry is an accurate description for,

while it is not an overt act of aggression, it is a forceful response and one that serves as a
prelude to an aggressive response on the part of the sender.
The imposition of a comprehensive regime of sanctions is extremely coercive, publicly
administered, and very difficult to withstand when coupled with diplomatic, informational, and
minor military means. Although it is difficult to demonstrate the necessity of economic sanctions
as a condition of jus ad bellum with a positive argument, it is easily approached from another
angle. The necessity of employing economic sanctions is more evident as a reductio ad
absurdum. In other words, it would be absurd to continue to conduct trade and finance with a
state in gross violation of international norms as if all were well. The international community
7

feels compelled to do something in response, but to continue normal trade and finance activity
is inconsistent when a state’s objectionable behavior justifies a response of outrage.
Furthermore, in the event that the targeted state does not change its behavior, uninterrupted
trade and finance may actually have exacerbated the situation by allowing the target state to
increase its ability to threaten other states.
Sanctions are a packaged deal; they must be defined, shared and enforced. The level
to which the sanctions are defined as a comprehensive regime or something less, the degree to
which other nations share the burden and comply with the original sender’s sanctions, and the
commitment to enforcement all combine to indicate the seriousness of the target nation’s
offenses in the eyes of the sender. This seriousness is, in turn, directly related to the possibility
39

that there could be a war if the target does not rectify the situation.

On a path that may lead to

war, the imposition of economic sanctions is an act that could succeed in averting that crisis. As
such, nations must impose sanctions or they will not have exhausted all reasonable possibilities
before they declare war. In the event of a failure to exercise a sanctions regime, nations would
not have entered into war as a last resort, one of the necessary conditions set forth in the just
war tradition. Thus, the international community is trapped by its just war traditions and feels
compelled to employ sanctions when they scarcely seem to be a feasible, acceptable, or
suitable means.
U.S. SANCTIONS IN IRAQ
The cumulative success record of economic sanctions, the ugliness of the unintended
consequences, the disruption of free trade and sovereignty, and the regrettable necessity of
employing sanctions despite these shortcomings demand a change in the way nations employ
sanctions to meet policy objectives. The U.S. policy toward Iraq, bolstered by the longest and
most comprehensive sanctions regime ever enacted by the UN,

40

is a case in point. The

sanctions episode currently ongoing in Iraq serves as an illustration of each of the categories of
criticism explored above: the sanctions regime in concert with other aspects of U.S. policy
toward Iraq has not met U.S. policy objectives; Iraq’s consistently bellicose behavior since 1990
lends jus ad bellum concerns much relevance; and the recent change in administrations signals
the time for a change in policy.
Since tightening and making the sanctions more comprehensive is liable to exacerbate
unacceptably the humanitarian disaster and terminating the sanctions now fully endorsed by the
41

UN and the vast majority of its member nations

would be appeasement of Saddam’s bellicose

behavior, the solution appears to be refinement of the sanctions regime in place and, ultimately,

8

looking at the complete policy approach. This refinement to the “art of sanctions statecraft lies
in applying sanctions that are sufficiently forceful to persuade targeted leaders to move toward
political compliance while avoiding severe humanitarian impacts that undermine the viability of
the policy and of the instrument itself.”

42

The development and subsequent implementation of a

focused set of sanctions, a smart sanctions regime, is well within the capabilities of the U.S.
policymakers who have a considerable body of evidence and academic information available.
“The essence of a smart sanctions strategy is tailoring sanctions to meet specific objectives and
focusing coercive pressure on particular groups and resources.”

43

To analyze and evaluate the

smart sanctions regime sketched out for Iraq by Secretary of State Colin Powell, it is necessary
to understand U.S. objectives, the various economic sanctions options available, and the way in
which these means could be employed to maximize the desired effects to the targeted
leadership while minimizing the unintended, deleterious effects to the citizens of Iraq and third
party nations.
As articulated in the National Security Strategy published in December 2000 and as yet
unchanged by the current administration,

44

the U.S. policy toward Iraq has three primary

objectives: “containment, humanitarian relief, and regime change.”

45

More specifically, the

policy toward Iraq is “containment to prevent Saddam from again threatening the stability of the
vital Gulf region; relief for the Iraqi people via the UN oil-for-food program; and support to those
Iraqis seeking to replace Saddam’s regime with a government that can live at peace with its
neighbors and its people.”
48

UNSCRs,

46

47

Bolstered by the Iraq Liberation Act of 1998

and a series of

the U.S. has taken the lead in the imposition of economic sanctions and the

application of military force to enforce the resolutions. However, the participation in the UN
sanctions regime has not been uniform throughout the international community as sanctions
49

fatigue

takes hold in spite of the forceful and specific language of these resolutions. Similarly,

the U.S. Executive branch has not taken full advantage of the authority granted to it under the
Iraq Liberation Act of 1998,

50

which allows the President to spend $97 million annually on

programs targeted at regime change in Iraq.
As the U.S. passes the 10-year anniversary of the comprehensive sanctions regime in
Iraq, there is no indication that the current U.S. policy is on track to achieve its objectives.

51

It

has become abundantly clear as well that the international community is having little or no effect
on Saddam and “ultimately cannot prevent leaders [like him] from making decisions based on
ignorance, folly, the self-serving or self-induced distortion of reality, or a conscious willingness to
52

court disaster.”

While the U.S. can acknowledge minor successes in containment, that is,

9

Iraq’s bellicose behavior has been kept within its borders and limited against the Kurds and the
Shi’ites, the U.S. has not succeeded in halting Iraqi work toward the continued production of
53

weapons of mass destruction (WMD).
54

quite bleak.

In the area of humanitarian assistance, the picture is

Infant mortality rates are among the worst in the world, and the daily caloric
55

needs of women, the elderly, and children are severely under resourced.

As for regime

change, Saddam Hussein remains apparently firmly in control of the government of Iraq. Given
the enduring nature of Saddam Hussein’s domestic brutality in his exercise of governance and
his wanton disregard for the abject misery of his citizenry, and given his arrogant flouting of the
UN resolutions directed at dismantling his WMD programs, there is no available evidence to
suggest that the current set of circumstances will move substantially toward the achievement of
56

U.S. policy objectives with the next decade.

Currently the policy objectives of containment,

humanitarian assistance and regime change are still applicable in Iraq and consistent with the
three National Security objectives: “enhancing security at home and abroad, promoting
57

prosperity, and promoting democracy and human rights.”

The manner in which the U.S.

pursues these aims rests on a comprehensive economic sanctions regime that is reinforced in
the international community by multiple UNSCRs, the most important of which is UNSCR 1284,
“a new omnibus resolution on Iraq…[that] expands the humanitarian aspects of the oil-for-food
program, …provides for a robust new inspection and monitoring regime, … [and] would allow for
full Iraqi cooperation with the UN arms inspections and Iraqi fulfillment of key disarmament
58

tasks.”

The current comprehensive sanctions regime that comprises a major facet of U.S. policy
toward Iraq seeks to achieve policy objectives in virtually all of the categories listed in the first
section. The U.S. certainly seeks to change Iraq’s national policies in both modest and major
ways as it puts pressure on Saddam for his treatment of the Kurds and the Shi’ites and for his
threatening political stance on Israel. The goal of destabilization and regime change has the
force of U.S. law and funding behind it. The disruption of a military operation persists as the
U.S. continues to insist on Iraq’s compliance with UNSCR 687, which restores Kuwait’s national
59

treasure and archives and pays reparations.

Perhaps the most contentious is the containment

objective to impair Iraq’s military potential through the UN program of inspections to dismantle
Iraq’s WMD.

60

The amount of international tension caused by Saddam’s abject flouting of the

UN Security Council’s attempts to manage an inspection program has brought the political
situation to the flash point several times in the last few years with little change to Iraq’s military
potential. However, U.S. experience with the government of Iraq from its 1990 invasion of
Kuwait to the present has fueled the U.S.’s motivation to attain these objectives and to
10

guarantee a continuation of the high level of tenacity necessary to stay the course of the last ten
years: desire to demonstrate resolve, need to express moral outrage, compulsion to deter
further acts of aggression, and the requirement to carry this out through means much stronger
than mere diplomacy, but short of an invasion. The U.S. has succeeded in keeping pressure on
Iraq politically and economically coupled with the spectre of military action looming in the
background. However, as is evident from the inefficacy of the current sanctions regime and
61

from the “international community’s wavering equivocation on how to deal with Iraq,”

the

current policy must change or it will be only a matter of time before the sanctions regime is
essentially dismantled by lack of support from within the international community. The U.S.
would then be faced with the choice of whether to continue unilateral support and enforcement
of the UNSCRs in the face of erosion of international support. Given that a porous sanctions
regime cannot be effective, the U.S. must move toward an approach more broadly supportable.
MOVING TOWARD SMART SANCTIONS
Secretary of State Colin Powell, during the February 2001

62

visit to the Middle East,

suggested a shift from the collapsing comprehensive sanctions regime to a UN-sponsored
smart sanctions regime.

63

Under a smart sanctions regime the Security Council would revamp the current
embargo in favor of a modernized sanctions system aimed at the two key targets:
the control of financial resources generated by the export of Iraqi oil, and the
prohibition of imports of weapons and dual-use goods…Iraqi oil revenues and
military-related imports would remain strictly controlled, but trade in civilian
consumer goods would begin to flow freely…[F]ormer trading partners would thus
be offered…the resumption of legalized civilian trade with Iraq, in exchange for their
cooperation with tightened controls over oil revenues and weapons-related
64
imports.
Smart sanctions are sharpened to direct and intensify their effects toward specific targets while
minimizing the deleterious effects to unintended targets previously bludgeoned by the sheer
65

bluntness

of a comprehensive sanctions regime. In this case, U.S. policy would focus on, via

UN policy, the prevention of importation of dual-use technology, the Iraqi leadership and elite,
66

and the flow of cash from oil-for-food sales.

A concomitant effect of the shift to smart

sanctions would be to minimize negative impact on the people of Iraq, the friendly neighbors,
67

and former trading partners.

While the smart sanctions regime can potentially meet the U.S.

objective of containment at least as well as the current sanctions regime and will most probably
reduce significantly the unintended ill effects directly attributable to sanctions, it is unclear
whether it will succeed under the third U.S. objective of regime change. This is potentially the

11

toughest objective to meet because, in general, “economic sanctions unassisted by companion
measures seldom achieve destabilization”

68

and have not succeeded in this case despite the

decade-long duration of this episode and its aggressive companion measures.
69

Although members of Congress

have made it abundantly clear by the enactment of the

Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 and its funding that the displacement of Saddam is a firm
Congressional policy objective, the George W. Bush administration has not endorsed such an
open stance. Rather, Secretary of State Colin Powell has concentrated his emphasis on
70

containment and elimination of Iraq’s WMD capabilities, an effort to “re-energize”

the

sanctions, and a shift to concentrate on “the UN part of [Iraq] policy as opposed to the bilateral
relationship with respect to Iraq.”

71

This seems to imply that regime change may not be as

crucial to this administration as the immediate concern of modifying the sanctions regime to
render it more effective for the objective of containment. Given the heavy influence of the U.S.
in the UN as a member of the UNSC with veto authority, the U.S. can effectively block any
UNSCRs that would not meet its policy objectives or make a reasonable compromise.
However, the U.S. seeks to use the continuing unprecedented

73
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collective power of UN

members in both passing resolutions and participating in the sanctions to keep pressure on Iraq.
Should the U.S. succeed in influencing the change to a regime of smart sanctions, there is
strong potential to address and resolve most of the major criticism leveled at the current
sanctions episode. Perhaps the only unresolved issue would be the question of regime change
as a policy objective of the previous administration and a continuing objective of many members
of Congress. This is not to say that regime change could not occur with more effective
sanctions contributing to set the conditions for a change in government in Iraq, but regime
change is not a stated goal for the UN.
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It may in fact occur as a concomitant effect of an

improved sanctions regime, but it is not necessary that it be a shared goal. Since the current
administration wishes to concentrate on the UN resolutions and their enforcement, by
implication regime change will be subordinated to multilateral concerns. While the George W.
Bush administration or Congress may decide to pursue unilaterally specific means to unseat
Saddam, presumably these would be done with as little disruption to the UN sanctions regime
as possible.
A smart sanctions regime tailored carefully for Iraq has good potential for success due to
some of the characteristics of Iraq. Although these conditions were extant in the case of Iraq
immediately after the invasion of Kuwait in 1990, most of them are still current. The invasion of
Kuwait produced an unprecedented response in the international community. “Rarely before
and not since has the international community been as united in condemning an act of
12
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aggression and cooperating to reverse it.”

Iraq’s extreme economic dependence on oil

exports has made it susceptible to an embargo fairly easily enforced by the major powers.
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Since the oil boom, Iraq’s government has grossly neglected its agricultural sector, producing
only one third of its food while importing $2-3 billion worth of food in the years before 1990.
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At

the time of the invasion of Kuwait, Iraq was in the process of rearming and recovering from its
protracted war with Iran. The ban on the delivery of “weapon-related imports prevented the
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regime from strengthening its principal power base, the armed forces.”

The attributes of Iraq’s

current situation make the political ground more conducive to successful imposition of a
sanctions regime.
However, two aspects of the conditions in Iraq threaten the effectiveness of a sanctions
policy if not rectified: the humanitarian plight and the government of Iraq. By definition, a smart
sanctions regime will address the human condition in Iraq despite the fact that Saddam himself
has consistently been the major impediment to maximizing the oil-for-food program
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expenditures to meet the needs of his people.

The plight of the Iraqi people, the perception of

which Saddam is likely to continue to exploit, has been the largest contributor toward erosion in
support for the comprehensive sanctions regime of the last decade.
success of sanctions, “regime type matters significantly.”
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Furthermore, for the

The tyrannical regime of Saddam is

absolutely ruthless and among the “most repressive and undemocratic governments on the
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planet.”

A smart sanctions regime should garner more international support not only because

it will, by its nature, specifically address the major aspects of the human condition, but also
because Saddam continues to be so ruthless, recalcitrant and threatening. While regional
leaders would like a regime change in Iraq, none is apt to take the lead in bringing that about
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but all may be willing to continue efforts to support a sanctions regime that could have that
effect. Thus, the conditions in Iraq continue to be basically favorable to the continued use of
sanctions, and the two limiting factors should have the unexpected effect of encouraging more
support to the change to a smart sanctions regime thereby potentially mitigating the effects of
Saddam’s stranglehold on his country.
A smart sanctions regime advanced by the U.S. for Iraq will find considerable support
within the UN. Although “new in U.S. policy circles…[smart sanctions] have been the subject of
a number of UN expert meetings in recent years.”
appeasement,
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At the risk of being accused of

the policy objectives should be harnessed to the UNSCRs in a way that allows

accounting for partial compliance or failure, carrots and sticks.
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This can be done by the

design of the UNSCRs with allowances for suspension or termination of aspects of the
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economic sanctions when Iraq complies with defined demands. Essentially, this dictates a
redesign of UNSCR 687
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to allow a flexible yet measured and pressured response.

Likewise, the UNSCRs must allow for rapid reinstatement of a sanction when Iraq shows
specific decay in its behavior. Among the first steps is to revamp the current set of sanctions to
aim “at two key targets: the control of financial resources generated by the export of Iraqi oil,
and the prohibition of imports of weapons and dual-use goods.”
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The aim must focus the

pressure on the decision making elites while avoiding the bluntness of the regime currently in
effect. This requires that they “design sanctions that deny assets and resources of value to
decision making elites [and] avoid measures that adversely affect reform groups or opposition
constituencies within [Iraq].”
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This amounts to the notion of “de-link[ing] the military-political aspects of the embargo
from the economic-humanitarian ones.”
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Accomplishing this fully would be extremely complex

in practice. The minimum level of separation that is best for the people, most conducive to
maintaining the collective international effort, and most hopeful for the ultimate political
objectives is the separation of the humanitarian provisions (food, medicines, medical
equipment) from the sanctions suspension and reinstatement mechanism. This would divorce
the humanitarian programs from the unpredictable behavior of the Iraqi government. Saddam
would lose his power to influence negatively humanitarian programs at the UN level. In turn this
would deny him the ability to blame plausibly the humanitarian problems on the UN. He would
be left with the option to let outside relief agencies proceed inside his borders or block them
himself with policy, a move that could be easily exposed by an aggressive information
campaign. The set of sanctions that will affect the Iraqi leadership and their inner circle the
most is apt to include a comprehensive set of travel and finance restrictions that will freeze
personal accounts and disallow travel for shopping, education, and foreign medical care for the
elites and their families. Meanwhile, relaxing such restrictions on Iraqi common citizens will
allow more exchange with the international community, “permitting ordinary Iraqis to learn more
about the outside world’s concerns regarding Baghdad’s aggressive threats and proliferation
activities, and letting the world learn more about the torture, summary execution, and lengthy
prison terms of members of minority groups and those thought to be dissidents.”
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Modifications of this sort are essentially categorical. The sanctions regime will change
from a broad mechanism that cuts across all types of trade and finance with specific exceptions
requiring individual attention. The smart sanctions regime will take a different approach that
excludes certain categories of trade and financial activity from the restrictions imposed. Thus,
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some areas can be targeted, for example, weaponry and elites’ overseas accounts, while others
excluded, such as food, medicine, and water treatment chemicals.
How well do these changes respond to the various objections to sanctions policies in
general? How well are these changes expected to advance conditions toward U.S. policy
objectives? The first question demands analysis with respect to the notions of the bluntness,
legality, and efficacy of a smart sanctions regime. Using the sorts of changes suggested above,
flexibility, focus on leadership, carrots and sticks, and de-linkage of the humanitarian assistance
from the political and military requirements, analysis of the potential unintended effects and
revisitation of the legalist issues can occur. As for efficacy, that is tied directly to the second
question and will call for prognostication. Before analyzing the sanctions critically, it is
necessary to examine the finer points of the smart sanctions regime in key areas.
Perhaps the single most unfortunate result of the imposition of economic sanctions is the
humanitarian disaster that inevitably occurs in the wake of comprehensive sanctions. However,
it is extremely difficult to tease apart the humanitarian effects of sanctions from other causes of
social and political disruption.
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Given that sanctions are typically imposed in circumstances far
93

less than ideal for a nation’s people,

it is not unusual that substandard conditions are already

in effect when sanctions are imposed. To succeed at one of its major objectives, the reduction
of human suffering, the smart sanctions regime imposed on Iraq must include a pre-assessment
of the conditions within Iraq before the change to smart sanctions and regular follow-up
evaluations designed to provide a thorough assessment of any improvements or decay to the
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human condition in Iraq.

This assessment will provide the necessary evidence to adjust the

sanctions as the Iraqi government either thwarts or complies with the UNSCRs.
Despite an attempt to assess the humanitarian concerns at the outset and to exempt
these sorts of supplies from the embargoes, there will be exceptions not covered adequately by
the wording of the UNSCRs. For example, the language of the UNSCRs may be mistakenly
interpreted to exclude chemicals or equipment necessary for the repair, maintenance, and
operation of sewage treatment and water purification facilities. In these instances, it will be
necessary to secure additional exemptions from the embargoes in order to import essential
supplies or equipment. The exemptions process is normally slow and laborious with hundreds
of applications in the queue.
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The reformed exemption process could grant permissions by
96

item, by country of origin, or by institution.

Thus a trusted humanitarian relief organization or

trusted trade partner could be granted a categorical exception to the policy with some
mechanism for fair play in place.
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Perhaps the last major feature essential to a smart sanctions regime specifically
designed for its ability to avoid exacerbation of a precarious set of human conditions is the
separation of the humanitarian aspects of the sanctions regime from the military-political
compliance required. This further insulates the citizenry from the bad behavior of a repressive
government. If non-governmental agencies under the supervision of the UN control the
distribution of humanitarian relief supplies purchased through a sanctions escrow account, the
UN will be able to influence this process. In the case of Iraq, Saddam would lose the
opportunity to choke off supplies while placing the blame for the shortages wrongly on the
sender nations. As humanitarian assistance continues with UN support despite his behavior,
the strengthening of an internal opposition group becomes more feasible, a condition certainly
necessary for regime change to occur with reasonable hope of success. With these
improvements to the sanctions regime and a system firmly in place to assess impacts,
improvement to the living conditions and future potential for the people of Iraq should see vast
positive impact.
A sanctions regime produces unintended deleterious effects that harm not only individual
citizens but also third party nations caught in the crossfire. The current comprehensive
sanctions regime has been disastrous for Iraq’s neighbors. Turkey’s experience of the last
decade as a neighbor of Iraq serves as a good example of unintended effects absorbed by a
third party supporting the sanctions regime. The burden shouldered by Turkey illuminates the
sorts of specific sanctions options available that ought to be incorporated into the smart
sanctions regime. Prior to 1990, an important trade partner and essential oil pipeline transit
partner, Turkey received $400 million annually in oil transit fees alone and procured 60% of its
imported oil from Iraq.
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Abruptly halted by the sanctions, Turkey lost $8 billion in export trade
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and has received no payment on Iraq’s $800 million debt.

The ability to focus a smart

sanctions regime by providing categorical exemptions has the potential to mitigate the effects on
third party nations. As a trusted NATO ally and with the enforcement of UN inspections, Turkey
could, for example, be allowed to consistently export specific categories of goods or goods that
are destined for exempted institutions designated by the UN. This would create trade
opportunities within the acceptable boundaries of the sanctions that would mitigate the trade
and financial strain on Iraq’s trustworthy neighbors. The UNSCRs should also allow the limited
sale of oil beyond the oil-for-food program, the proceeds of which could be used to make debt
reparations in those countries that request payment via the UN escrow account held to control
the funds generated by the sale of Iraqi oil. The nations that had provided pipeline access to
Iraq prior to the sanctions should be the nations that receive the transit business. Although
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these modifications will not completely mitigate the international effects of a collective sanctions
sending effort on the part of UN member nations, they will serve to provide some relief that is
virtually analogous to that which is directed at individuals.
Smart sanctions regimes seek to minimize the harm to the unintended victims, the
ordinary citizens. The challenge also lies in the converse, increasing the disruption and damage
to the intended targets, the leadership and elite responsible for the nation’s objectionable
activities. Although this does not entail regime change as the ultimate objective, regime change
may in fact occur as a result. Because sanctions often enrich the elites,
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the smart sanctions

must aggressively restrict the financial assets and tools available to them. International
cooperation to freeze all accounts of the elites and their family members is imperative. This
puts pressure on these individuals and removes an instrument they might be able to use to
subvert other aspects of the sanctions regime. Travel bans should be lifted for the common
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citizen and travel restricted strongly for the elites and their families.

This will preclude travel

abroad by the elites to shop, to send their children to foreign schools, to receive medical
treatment unavailable to the common citizen, to vacation, and to own retreats in other countries.
Well-focused sanctions can serve to disenfranchise recalcitrant leadership, thereby disrupting
their power base. The leaders’ desire to remain in power will force some degree of compliance
with the sanctions’ objectives when the only other option is increased domestic destabilization
that would come as a direct result of sanctions remaining fully in place.
Thus, a potentially successful smart sanctions regime for Iraq must have, as a minimum,
the following characteristics: flexibility, humanitarian exemptions, restrictions specifically aimed
at leaders and elites, streamlined exemption procedures, and mechanisms to assess
compliance, effects, and recidivism. However, improvements to this economic instrument of
power must also include a change to the way in which the sanctions are imposed. The
humanitarian exemptions should distinguish between the people and the “obstinancy of its
government,”
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and divorcing the administration of humanitarian relief from the political

objectives of a sanctions regime is essential to this end. Beyond the distinction between the
people and the government, there should be a means to gauge and acknowledge compliance in
order to relieve the strain on all concerned. The current sanctions regime functions as an
indivisible whole: failure to comply with all aspects of the UNSCRs causes the sanctions regime
to remain completely in place. So, the sanctions in Iraq “have turned into as much of a trap for
the international community as for Iraq.”
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There has been no suspension or termination of the

sanctions because of Iraqi failure to attain complete compliance. The smart sanctions regime
must include the necessary mechanism for graduated response to incremental levels of
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compliance. With these general changes applied to the specific case of Iraq, there is
reasonable hope for success.
While the U.S. policy objectives for Iraq remain relevant and the smart sanctions regime
sketched out above is applicable to Iraq, this cannot be a unilateral episode. The U.S. must
work closely with the UN to make major changes to the UNSCRs currently in effect. U.S.
motivation will matter to the other member nations whose continued cooperation in supporting
an aggressive sanctions regime is crucial. The U.S. may have to forego its overt and very
public pronouncements about its strong desire for the political demise of Saddam Hussein. In
1991 few anticipated that Saddam would last another decade while remaining largely contrary to
UN demands.
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The U.S. may have to pursue compliance with the modified UNSCRs as a

separate policy goal. The collective membership of the UN must launch this new approach to
sanctions on a united front. U.S. desire for regime change should not unhinge the politically
delicate maneuvering that will have to take place to put the UNSCRs in place to execute smart
sanctions.
The smart sanctions regime should overcome the major criticism the current sanctions
regime has faced in the past decade. Fundamental changes made within the new sanctions
regime will demonstrate that “it is vital that politics be kept apart from humanitarian
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assistance.”

The smart sanctions are designed to focus on the targets and to mitigate

tremendously the bluntness associated with the previous sanctions regime by distinguishing
between the people of Iraq and their rulers. The categorical exemption of items solely devoted
to humanitarian causes and the case-by-case exemptions of other needed items are essential in
this new sanctions regime. For example, an item exemption would be designed to allow
importation of the supplies and machinery for the provision of clean drinking water, a capability
that was provided to as few as 44% in rural areas and 77% in urban areas in the mid-90’s and
down from the pre-war capacity of 95%.
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Specific categorical exemptions for medications,

vitamins, baby formula, and other food stuffs and carefully orchestrated distribution plans can
raise the daily intake of calories and help to lower the infant mortality rate while also improving
the lot of women, children and the elderly.
However, even with careful inspection and monitoring of the humanitarian materiel,
outside agencies with UN charter can at best only confirm that these supplies are reaching the
intended recipients. If the UN aggressively approaches the humanitarian relief aspects of the
smart sanctions, it may be able to impose the consistent presence of outside agencies to
ensure that the people receive their supplies. One way to do this is to make the presence of an
outside agency the only means to receive the humanitarian relief. Saddam’s past record is
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justification for imposing the presence of these outside agencies as a condition for receiving
these supplies. Again, an information campaign is crucial to keep the people informed about
the UN as the source of the food and Saddam as the source of the problem. Saddam has
options and strategic choices as to how he will react to this focused set of sanctions, and his
doomsday thinking, as demonstrated during the Gulf War, implies that he would rather have
Baghdad annihilated than controlled by others.
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To date, “sanctions have put constraints on

Saddam but have not changed him or his objectives.”
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The U.S. policy aim of regime change is still very relevant because an unpredictable and
bellicose Saddam continues to exacerbate the instability of the Middle East through his
indeterminate WMD status
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and his monstrous brutality within his own borders. However, the

U.S. must approach this objective with caution; patience will be a virtue here. The current
sanctions regime in place for more than a decade has not unseated Saddam despite onerous
conditions directly attributable to him. The smart sanctions regime will be one of the tools used
specifically to target him and his corps of ruling elite while improving the lot of the common Iraqi
citizen. Regime change cannot occur acceptably when there is not “any opposition group in
Iraq that has viability to overthrow Saddam Hussein.”
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He has dealt so brutally with any

political opposition, most notably having interrogated, tortured, and summarily executed 120
people implicated in a 1996 plot to overthrow him,
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that the Iraqi regime is being preserved

albeit a bit constrained.
It does not seem possible at present to bring about regime change with sanctions alone,
regardless of the variant. However, a regime of smart sanctions executed carefully in concert
with other aspects of policy and enforced strictly has strong potential to strengthen that segment
of society that would give birth to a viable opposition. As it becomes clear to the Iraqi people as
a result of an information campaign mounted by the U.S. or UN and as a result of loosened
travel restrictions that the woes of the Iraqi people are attributable to their leader, this
dissatisfaction should be the basis for the destabilization of conditions within Iraq’s borders.
The U.S. should not accelerate this process in any way until there exists a potential
replacement for the current regime. Otherwise, Iraq could plunge into a quagmire of tribal
dispute, and this is not necessarily better in a nation that possesses WMD. The U.S. will better
meet both the general objective of regional stability and the specific one of regime change by
taking a patient, uninvasive approach to the Iraqi government. The Iraqi Liberation Act can
continue to fund a variety of activities quietly in anticipation of later conditions that might be right
for a grassroots rebellion internal to Iraq. The George W. Bush administration has indicated that
it wishes to re-energize the sanctions and has not advanced the same pointed rhetoric
19
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characteristic of the Clinton administration.

This is the best approach when coupled with a

fresh look at sanctions.
The question of the legality of a smart sanctions regime truly remains irreconcilable in
any strict philosophical sense. However, a more pragmatic approach to the question causes
one to set the question aside as an interesting one that should inform the way nations impose
sanctions, but ultimately as a question that need not be completely reconciled. The notion of
sanctions as a legitimate coercive tool cannot be reconciled with the notion that a nation ought
to be free from such intervention and that international law would normally disallow such
intervention and deem it to be an act of aggression.
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In the strict sense, sanctions violate

sovereignty, specifically when military force is used to enforce embargoes, territorial integrity,
and shipping interdiction. Sanctions will consistently feel like acts of aggression to the target,
who will not only decry these methods used against them but also against any other targets who
share their sort of misery.
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Clearly, sanctions do not intend the same degree of violence and

destruction as military action directly intends it. So, sanctions are often seen as either
something short of an act of war or as the very junior weapon with mild, slow-acting effects that
are not directly intended, effects that can stop as soon as the target state complies.
Typically, the leadership of the target nation does not emphasize its own crimes, which
were the impetus for imposing the sanctions in the first place, and the moral outrage of the
target often pales in comparison with the reason for the international community’s condemnation
of the target nation. Motivation matters in the imposition of sanctions. It may be the major
difference between an act of aggression and coercive diplomacy short of war. If the U.S. were
imposing sanctions on a target solely to secure markets for itself or to affect financial conditions
in a manner favorable to itself, the motivation would certainly not justify the imposition of
sanctions. However, when the international community rises to an unprecedented level to
condemn Iraqi behavior and uses sanctions to deter, express outrage, accomplish restitution,
and exact retribution, the use of sanctions as an instrument seems less an act of aggression
and more a reasonable response to Iraqi aggression. In a very pragmatic realm, the legalist
criticism can be set aside in this case.
Predicting the efficacy of a smart sanctions regime is tenuous at best because one has
not yet been put into effect. In the case under consideration here, movement toward
achievement of the objectives sought by the U.S. is potentially improved by policy changes that
address the problems found under the current sanctions regime. The policy ends suggested in
the case of Iraq are a modification of current U.S. objectives, but the Secretary of State has
been gesturing in that general direction. The containment of Iraq’s bellicose behavior is of vital
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importance, and the amelioration of the suffering of the Iraqi people is an important international
objective. Both objectives are possibly within reach of U.S. policy when coupled with the UN
mandate and nearly universal participation in enforcement .
CONCLUSION
Given that the current sanctions regime is the most comprehensive and enduring ever
imposed in UN history, there is little inductive evidence to go on from which to draw any kind of
conclusion in the case of Iraq. The case of Iraq is sui generis. However, the design of a smart
sanctions regime focused on the nature of the case of Iraq includes very specific adjustments
that address the criticisms of sanctions regimes in general and the actual concerns of member
nations in this case in particular. The resumption of a viable program to inspect WMD requires
a relaxation of Saddam’s desire to thwart their work. The key to gaining a modicum of support
or at the least a cessation of Saddam’s overt flouting of the team’s mission lies perhaps in the
de-emphasis of overt U.S. threats to his sovereignty coupled with the refined coercive force of a
smart sanctions regime. His full cooperation and full disclosure of the entirety of Iraqi WMD
maintenance, production and research would be an unrealistic expectation at the onset of the
change to smart sanctions. However, clear and public disclosure of the carrot and stick strategy
of the smart sanctions regime and the more powerfully focused effects of smart sanctions may
bring about iterative successes in exchange for programmed concessions in the termination of
sanctions. If there is a set of achievable ends in sight, internal pressures from a strengthened
Iraqi population when coupled with external pressures from regional leaders just may succeed
in providing the impetus for the behavioral changes that are the ultimate policy goals. None of
these results is assured. Yet, based upon the analysis above, one can conclude that if any
sanctions regime can work in the context of the Iraqi political landscape, then a regime of smart
sanctions is the most likely candidate to provide a feasible, acceptable, and suitable solution.
Economic sanctions are a necessary facet of international political intercourse
conducted under less than benign circumstances. In the case of Iraq, the result of more than a
decade of comprehensive sanctions has been misery for the Iraqi people, continued power and
control for Saddam, persistent regional instability, and discord in the international community
among those who dislike the sanctions and those who glumly support them despite great cost.
Clearly, the occurring results are not in line with the policy objectives sought, which is cause for
alarm on all fronts whether humanitarian, political, regional, unilateral U.S. or multilateral UN.
The only real recourse is a radical redesign of the sanctions imposed to focus and control their
effects. Although there is no true inductive base for determining the probable effects of
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conversion to a regime of smart sanctions, the proposed changes academically address the
critical and evidential problems associated with the use of sanctions as an instrument of power.
While a regime of smart sanctions alone is not the final answer in the case of Iraq, it is certainly
a reasonable step in the evolution of a complex and forceful policy that includes sanctions
instruments and as such is a reasonable choice for the next course of action in Iraq.
The analysis of the case of Iraq and of sanctions regimes imposed in general to date has
produced several viable suggestions for the alteration of U.S. sanctions policy to make it more
efficacious in the case of Iraq. However, the characteristics of the case involving U.S. policy
toward Iraq are not unlike the general attributes of many of the more comprehensive sanctions
regimes imposed on other nations since World War I.

Thus, although this work has focused on

the development and analysis of potential improvement to the sanctions regime specifically
imposed on Iraq, many of these changes are generally applicable in any sanctions regime that
would be imposed or would undergo conversion to a more effective smart sanctions regime.
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